What is an Engineering and Computer Science Corporate Partner?
An ECS Corporate Partner is a company interested in pursuing a mutually beneficial relationship with Baylor’s School of Engineering & Computer Science. The financial support of the Corporate Partners provides career development programming for all ECS students, which helps ensure a pool of well-prepared entry-level engineers and computer scientists. Corporate Partners enjoy increased visibility and exposure to ECS students; promotion of company-sponsored events on digital signs, posters, and bulletin boards; a listing in Synergy Magazine; and priority event sponsorship opportunities for ECS-sponsored and ECS Student Organization events.

It’s time to become a Baylor University ECS Corporate Partner.
Since 1995, Baylor’s School of Engineering & Computer Science has continued to grow, sending hundreds of graduates with a sound technical education; leadership and integrity; and exceptional team work experience to companies throughout the world. Last year alone, ECS sent more than 150 graduates into the fields of engineering & computer science. ECS Corporate Partners receive increased exposure to engineering & computer science students and faculty and access to some of the most-sought after graduates in the industry. **Now is the time to establish or renew your partnership for the upcoming academic year and get a head start on your recruiting season!**

What exposure does an ECS Corporate Partner receive?
ECS Corporate Partners are identified:
- in the Rogers Engineering & Computer Science Building
- on a banner displayed at ECS Events
- in *Synergy Magazine*, the annual publication for the School of Engineering & Computer Science
- on the digital information display in the School’s lobby
- in other ECS publications as appropriate

What events does an ECS Corporate Partner help support?
ECS Corporate Partners are instrumental in providing financial support for events:
- Beach Bash – Annual School kick-off event for all engineering and computer science majors
- Industry Careers Dinner Discussion (Industry companies only)
- Junior/Senior Design Challenge
- Baylor Baja
- Baylor BUV
- Student Professional Societies
- Engineers with a Mission
- Society of Women Engineers
- Senior Dinner and Awards Banquet
- Teal Residential College Move-In Day

What is the cost to become an ECS Corporate Partner?
- $10,000 per year – School of Engineering & Computer Science Sponsorship

What are other giving opportunities to partner with Baylor Engineering and Computer Science?
- Scholarship - $5,000 per year
- Academic Laboratory Sponsorship - $10,000 per year

For more information on the ECS Corporate Partners Program or other corporate sponsorship opportunities, please contact Kate Amaya at 254-710-6826 or Kate_Amaya@baylor.edu.